1. **Introduction**

Think.Health Ventures is a boutique investor club focusing on financing healthcare startup companies in the DACH region. As such, Think.Health Ventures is convinced that its activities encourage positive outcomes for the healthcare system. Think.Health Ventures is not an Alternative Investment Fund Manager, but may be viewed as a market participant under the Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR). Therefore, we are making the following disclosures to comply with the relevant sections of the SFDR.

2. **ESG integration in the investment process (Art. 3 SFDR)**

Think.Health Ventures is investing in startup companies in the healthcare sector. The products of our investee companies need to have a positive impact for the healthcare system. Besides this, we are not specifically taking any other environmental, social or governance aspects into account when taking investment decisions.

3. **Principal Adverse Indicator Statement (Article 4 SFDR)**

Think.Health Ventures is investing in early-stage startup companies, who are building up their businesses. In such stage, our investee companies, may be and are encouraged to be conscious about environmental, social and governance aspects of their business, but consistently tracking the relevant indicators would be counter-productive and is therefore not sought after by Think.Health.

4. **Remuneration Policy (Article 5 SFDR)**

As a small group of three investment professionals, Think.Health Ventures does not have an institutional remuneration policy.